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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that under a certain interpretation of belief maximum entropy arises 
naturally in inexact reasoning. Practical and theoretical consequences of this 
method are then discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The original motivation for this mathematical research arose from an attempt 
to develop an expert system in pathology for the differential diagnosis of difficult 
lymphoma/epithelial tumor slides from visual features alone (see Paris and 
Rutherford [1]). In consequence of this this paper is phrased in terms of that 
diagnostic problem. However, it is not our intention to provide a practical 
solution to this problem. 
Instead we wish to develop a simple mathematical interpretation of the 
information available to the pathologist and the inference process relating it to 
the diagnosis. Certainly any such interpretation would lead naturally to a 
(theoretical) expert system although its practicality may well be questionable. 
Nevertheless we feel it a worthwhile pursuit to develop "model theories" for 
inexact reasoning for the purpose of evaluating and understanding existing 
modes of inexact reasoning and for suggesting new ones. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In the following section we explain 
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informally the ideas behind the above-mentioned interpretation, and in the third 
we develop these ideas mathematically. After considering some examples of the 
use of this inference process in diagnostic situations, we investigate its practical 
limitations and relate it to current practice. The final section of the article 
contains the proofs of results stated in the previous ections. 
SECTION 2 DERIVATION OF THE MODEL 
In this section we give a possible interpretation of the actions of the 
pathologist in diagnosing a slide. This will be developed formally in the next 
section. 
If we ask the pathologist what information or knowledge he uses in arriving at 
a diagnosis we can divide it into two sorts: old knowledge, which he has 
accumulated in the past from various ources, and new knowledge, which is the 
information obtained from the slide at this time. The most likely types of old 
knowledge that he will volunteer will be simple, qualified statements that 
directly implicate one of the two outcomes, lymphoma (L) or epithelial tumor 
(E). For example, 
Blueness of the slide suggests L (a) 
Linear cell arrangement indicates E (b) 
Large cells are a good indicator of L (c) 
The pathologist is unlikely to volunteer information about base rates or about 
interdependencies of antecedents. However, if asked about this information 
directly, the pathologist will be able to give such pieces of old knowledge as 
About 50% of slides are L (d) 
Large cells usually imply blueness (e) 
Turning now to the new knowledge, the pathologist tends to express it as 
statements like 
The slide seems to show linear cell arrangement (f) 
Finally the pathologist appears to use this knowledge to determine his belief in 
other statements, in particular in this case in the statement 
The slide shows lymphoma (g) 
In this paper we assume that this evaluation of belief is based on the old and 
new knowledge and consider the question of how the belief in the slide showing 
lymphoma is (or might be) related to the old and new knowledge. There are, of 
course, many answers to this problem already available in the literature (e.g., 
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Nilsson [2], I-I~ijek and Valdes [3], Perez and Jirou~ek [4], Goldstein [5]), 
especially when the knowledge takes on some special form such as being 
represented by a causal network (e.g., Pearl [6], Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter 
[7]). A difficulty in comparing these answers lies in the fact that if belief or 
weight of belief is taken to be a primitive notion, then we are free to give it any 
properties fitting our intuitions, or practical needs, or personal prejudices. The 
alternative, which we adopt in this paper, is to give a definition of belief so that 
its properties are derivable and the above-mentioned relationship becomes 
analyzable. 
We shall present an analysis of this relation by giving an interpretation f the 
pathologist's knowledge and belief. The interpretation is based on a consider- 
ation of the origins of the old knowledge. Certainly some of the knowledge is 
firsthand, arising from previous lides that the pathologist has seen. But there is 
also a contribution arising from books, lectures, and conversations. However, 
ultimately, the information in these books, lectures, and conversations is based 
on some slides that, although e has not seen them, the pathologist is certainly 
capable of imagining. Thus we argue that the pathologist's old knowledge can be 
viewed as being based on some set M of slides, some of which are real and some 
imagined. 
We can now rephrase (d) as 
Approximately half the slides in M are lymphatic 
which we write in shorthand as 
We can treat (a), (b), (c), and (e) in a similar way once we elucidate what weight 
the pathologist attaches to words like "suggests", is a good indicator of"  and so 
on. For example, suppose that the pathologist is willing to substitute "implies 
about 60 % of the time" for "suggests". Then (a) becomes 
Approximately 60% of slides that show blueness are also lymphatic 
which we write in shorthand as 
.6 IBluel ~- IBlue & L I (a') 
Similarly, (b), (c), (e) might become in this shorthand notation 
.7 ILeAl ~ iLCA & El (b') 
.8 ILCI ~ [LC & L I (c')  
.9 ItCI---lEG & nluel (e') 
We now argue that the new knowledge can also be expressed in this form. To 
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do this we again consider what the pathologist could possibly mean by a 
statement like (f). 
One interpretation could be that this statement is not directly about he single 
current slide but about he set S of allprevious lides in M that are practically 
indistinguishable from the current slide and that taking, say, .75 to approxi- 
mately indicate the weight of the expression "seems to show", we could express 
(f) as 
Approximately 75 % of the slides in S have LCA 
or, in the shorthand notation, 
.75 IS l= lS& LCAI (f ')  
Of course, we acknowledge that this derivation of (f ') from (f) is not immune 
to criticism. However, we feel it is defensible, and for the purpose of this paper 
we shall indeed identify (f) and (f'). We remark that what we have done here is 
analogous to adding in statements conditioned on "virtual evidence" in the 
sense of Pearl [8] or a "temporary node" in the sense of Lauritzen and 
Spiegelhalter [7]. 
We now have a uniform way of representing both the old and new knowledge. 
Furthermore, this can now be made mathematically precise by specifying the 
meaning of ~.  We shall address this problem later, as well as the problem of the 
consistency of this representation. For the present we assume consistency. 
We remark here that his idea of treating attributes as finite sets is certainly not 
novel; see, for example, Pearl [6] and Bundy [9]. From now on we shall call a 
specific assignment of subsets of Mto  the propositions S, L, E, LC, Blue, LCA, 
and so on, a model and say that this model satisfies a statement if the statement is 
true when S, L, E, and so on take the assigned values. 
Note then that the knowledge acts as a set of constraints on the possible 
models. 
Having modeled the knowledge in this way, a natural interpretation of the 
belief attached to statement (g) is the ratio of I S & L I to I S I and hence that the 
diagnosis will favor lymphoma only if IS & L I/ISI exceeds IS & E I/ISI. 
Unfortunately, in general there will be many (nonisomorphic) models atisfying 
the knowledge, and the values I s I, IS & L I, IS & EI will not be uniquely 
determined. However, we shall show that, loosely speaking, there are fixed 
numbers o~, B, 3' such that for almost all models IS & L I/I M I, I S & EI / I  M I, 
and IS I/IMI will be very close to c~, 8, and 3', respectively, when M is large 
and = satisfies ome reasonable conditions appropriate o "approximately equal 
to". 
In this sense, then, under the above restrictions on M and = and in the 
absence of any further conditions or preferences among the models, the 
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pathologist would seem justified in assigning a belief of ct/~ to the statement 
The slide shows lymphoma (g) 
(For a dissenting view see Perez [10].) 
This makes sense if "t is not zero. We shall show (Theorem 2) that 3, will be 
zero only if S must be empty; that is, there is no model satisfying the above 
statements of knowledge in which S is nonempty. Such situations occur only if 
the new slide exhibits properties that make it dissimilar to every previously seen 
or heard of or read about slide. In this case the pathologist should presumably 
also fail to come to a conclusion. 
In the next section we develop these ideas in a more formal setting. 
SECTION 3 MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL 
Let Mbe a nonempty set, and let A0, AI, "" ", An- i ,  n > O, be variables 
standing for unary relations on M or equivalently subsets of M. In view of their 
dual role we shall identify M - Ai with -~ Ai, Ai N Aj with Ai & Ay, and so on. 
Let B(A),  BI(A), " " ,  be Boolean combinations of A0, A l, " " ,  An-1. Let N 
= IM], and let = be some relation of "approximately equal to" on the natural 
numbers less than or equal to N. 
Then following the derivation given in the previous ection, the problem of 
giving values to I S [/I M I, ] S & L [/I M I, I S & e l/I g l is a special case of the 
problem of giving a value to IB(A)I/N given a finite number, m say, of 
constraints of the forms 
Ini(h)l ~ctiN, Inj(h)l ' jklnk(h)l, ~,, ogk rational 
which are satisfiable in some model, where by a model we mean an assignment 
of subsets of Mto  the A0, Al, • • ", An_ i and hence to all Boolean combinations 
of these variables. 
Again, in general, there will be many models satisfying the constraints and 
giving different values to IB(A)I/N. 
Henceforth let N be large, and let -- satisfy 
ix -  YI-<2n4-mm ~ x= Y (1) 
(this is reasonable when IM[ = N is large compared with 2n4-m) and 
X~ Y ~ IX -  YI <eN (2) 
for some c. 
Thus, putting both conditions together, we shall be looking at relations 
whereX ~- Ymustho ld i f lX -  YI- 2n~/-mandcanh°ld°nlyif l  X -  YI -< 
eN. This requires 2nn/-m _ eN. 
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We shall show that under these assumptions there is a fixed real number a, 
otherwise independent o fNand ~-, such that for almost all models atisfying the 
constraints he value of lB (,4)I/N in this model is close to or. We now describe 
the derivation of this or. 
For f :{0,  1 , " ' ,n  - 1} ~ {0, 1},let 
C:=('~ Af(i) 
i<n 
where A ] = Ai and A ° i = M - Ai. Then the C/form a partition of M, and each 
Boolean combination of the Ai can be written as a union of the C:. 
Thus, 
B(A)=C~I U C~2 U . "  U C~w 
for some gl, gz, "" ", g,, and the constraints [Bi(A)[ = ot/V and [Bj(A)[ = 
Otsk[Bk(A) [ can be written in the forms 
ICy, U Cfa U .." U Cysl =ot,N (3) 
ICf,, U Cfu U . . .  U Cf, tl'~OL:lCfzl U . . .  U Cf2rl (4) 
respectively, for some f l ,  f2, Jell, f21, and so on. 
Since the Cy form a partition of M, we also have 
y C: = N (5) 
and (3)-(5) can be rewritten as 
IC:, l + IC:zl +'"  "+ ICf, l =otiN 
]C:,, I+ I Cfli I +""  + ICf, tl = c~jk(I C:2, I+""  + I Cfz, I) 
E IC:I--N 
Disregarding the fact that the C/are sets, we write X/ in  place of [C f[ and 
obtain the following constraints on the X/: 
Xf, +Xf2+ • • • +Xys=otiN (3 ') 
XSll-4-XS12-~-'''-~Xslt~.oljk(Xf21~-Xf22 ~-' '" =~-XS2r) (4')  
Xf=N (S ' )  
l 
O<_X: (6')  
Every integer solution X of the above constraints represents N!OIfXf l)- l  
solutions C of (3)-(5) since N!(HfXf[)-l is the number of ways in which the C/ 
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can be chosen that satisfy ICfl = Xyfor eachf. [Conversely, every solution C of 
(3)-(5) yields an integer solution of (3 ' ) - (6 ' ) . ]  
Let us now consider the "limit form" (N ~ 0% e ---' 0) of these relationships 
for X. It is the following family of constraints on the variables pf (which replace 
X/N): 
pSl +pf2+'"  +pfs=oti (3") 
PYll +Pfl2 + " '"  +Pflt = Otjk(Pf21 +Pf22 + " '"  +Pf2r) (4") 
~ pf= l (5") 
f 
O<_pf (6") 
Assume these constraints are consistent (i.e., satisfiable). Then the maximum 
entropy solution p of the constraints i that solution for which the entropy H(p)  
= - Xpf log PS is maximal. The existence and uniqueness of p are guaranteed 
by the fact that the set of all solutions form a nonempty convex set (see Shore and 
Johnson [11]). We call (3") - (6")  the limit constraints of (3)-(5) (or of the 
constraints [Bi(a)l ~ c~iN, IBj(A) [ =  jklBk(A)l). 
We shall see later (in Theorem 1 and its proof) that the consistencies of the 
two sets (3)-(5) and (3 ") - (6")  are closely related in the following sense. The 
constraints (3 ") - (6")  have a solution if and only if the constraints (3)-(5) have a 
solution whenever the above-mentioned conditions on = are satisfied. 
In view of this we now formally define the constraints 
IBi(a)l ~.c~iN, IBj(A)I ~C~jklBk(A)l 
to be consistent if the corresponding limit constraints are consistent. Note that an 
advantage of this definition is that it removes the dependence on N and ~.  
THEOREM 1 Assume the given constraints are consistent. Then for each 
#, v > 0 there exist No and e > O such that for all N >_ No and = 
satisfying (1) and (2) the proportion of models of the constraints for 
which 
t,(A)I[ 
Pgi >~ V 
i=l g 
is at most #. 
The proof is given in the final section. 
Henceforth we shall refer to the inference process that, given constraints 
I B,(A)I ~o~,N, IBj(A)I ~O~jklBk(a)[ 
assigns the value ~'=l Pgi to ]B(A)[/N as the maximum entropy (inference) 
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process and write ME[IB(A)IN] for this value. (Strictly we should exhibit he 
dependence on the constraints, but in practice these will be clear from the 
context.) 
We remark here that this answer is certainly not new; many other esearchers 
have advocated its use in similar situations (see in particular Jaynes [12] and 
Nilsson [2]). However, it is perhaps interesting to see how this idealization 
follows from our initial naive interpretation f the pathologist's actions--much 
in the manner of Boltzmann's original derivation, see Jaynes [12]. 
Previously we asserted that the maximum entropy process will not give the 
value 0 to I B (.4)[/N unless the knowledge (constraints) plus the assumption that 
B(A) is nonempty are inconsistent. This follows from the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2 I f  (3 ")-(6") and Zi~=l Pgi > 0 has a solution, then the 
maximum entropy solution p of(3 ")-(6") also satisfies Z~= l Psi > 0. 
For the proof, see the final section of this article. 
SECTION 4 SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section we shall work through three examples of employing the 
maximum entropy process to give values to statements and discuss their aptness. 
For the most part these examples are not new; however, it seems appropriate o
mention them. 
EXAMPLE 1 Suppose we have just two properties (i.e., subsets of M)  A and B 
and we are given constraints 
IAI=~N, IA & BI ~oLI~N (*) 
Then ME[IBI/N ] = c~/3 + (1/2)(1 - o0. In other words, this inference 
process is unaffected by the relative sizes of A and A & B and simply treats ~A 
& B as a completely unrestrained subset of -1A. 
Of course, it could be argued that IBI/N should be assigned the value/3, 
treating A and B as independent. This example then indicates, not for the last 
time, the unforgiving nature of the process in that it assumes that all information 
is given--that is, that absent facts are missing simply because they are 
completely unknown. 
In practice it seems highly unlikely that we would know only the two 
relationships given in (*); surely something would be known about ~A & B or 
B. 
A similar disturbing feature of this process is the relevance it attaches to facts 
that we might normally consider completely irrelevant. For example, suppose 
we add to (*) the fact that C is (approximately) a subset of B, that is, 
IB~CI~ICl 
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Ostensibly this does not have anything to do with -1A & B. However, the 
maximum entropy process now gives 
ME = a/3+~ (1 -c0  
We return to this problem later. 
EXAMPLE 2 We now look at a case of a diagnosis. Let us suppose again two 
properties A and B, both indicators of lymphoma L, and let the old knowledge 
consist of 
IA & Zl=ulh l ,  Ig & Zl=wlgl  (t) 
So in the notation of Prospector, A implies L with weight u and B implies L 
with weight w. Further suppose that the current slide certainly exhibits A and B. 
Applying the combining rule of Prospector, we obtain a weight in favor of L 
of 
UW 
uw+ (1 - u)(1 - w) 
which is entirely reasonable, being the answer Bayes' theorem would give 
assuming the independence o fA  & L, B & L given L and A & ~L ,  B & ~L  
given ~L .  
Unfortunately the naive approach using maximum entropy gives a different 
answer. For, naively, we would express the new knowledge as 
IS&Zl lSI and Is&nl--Isl (tt) 
The effect of this would be to increase the process's estimate of the size of iA & 
BI/N. Precisely, on the basis of the old knowledge alone, we have ME[IA & 
BI/N] = x + y, where 0 _< x, y < 1 are solutions of 
(oLu - y)(/3w- y) 
=1 
y[(1/2)+ y-o~u-f3w] 
[c~(1 - u) - x][/3(1 - w) -x ]  
=1 
x[(1/2) + x -  ~(1 - u) -/3(1 - w)] 
whereas on the basis of the old and new knowledge this has increased to 
ME(  IA N& BI ) =x+ y 
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where 0 _< x, y __< 1 are solutions of 
(~u-y) (3w-y)  1 
y[(1/2)+ y -au-Bw]  2 
[o~(1 - u) - x113(1 - w) -x ]  1 
x[ (1 /2 )+x-~(1-u) -3 ( l -w) ]  2 
While it might seem human for a real pathologist to reconsider his years of 
experience on the basis of one rather unexceptional new slide, it does seem to be 
undesirable feature of the process. In terms of the overall answer this would not 
matter i fA  & B & L, A & B & --,L increased proportionally. Unfortunately, 
they do not. In fact, with (t) and (?t) we have 
ME( IS&LI  N ) 
Y 
x+y 
au +/3w + 1/2 - [(au +/3w + 1/2) 2 - 8cq3uw] 1/2 
ot + 13 + 1 - [(otu +/3w + I /2)  2 - -  8tX/3UW] 1/2 
-- [(a(1 -- U) +/3(1 -- W) + 1/2) 2 -  2a/3(1 -- U)(1 -- W)] 1/2 
The reason for this paradox appears again to be one of incompletely 
specifying the known. For consider the possible real situations here. One 
possibility is that the current slide is indistinguishable from any other previous 
slide having A and B. In that case S is A & B, and we should assert his in the 
new knowledge: 
IS & Z & nl=lSI, IS & Z & n l= lZ  & nl 
With this refinement we obtain the expected answer 
N uw 
The other possibility is that the current slide is distinguishable from some 
previous slides having A and B. But in that case it means that the current slide 
possesses some relevant property and that information should have been 
included in the new knowledge. Indeed, in any real example of such a diagnosis, 
each slide will be almost unique, and the effect of putting in all this knowledge 
would certainly be to force S to be very small. If we add this fact to (t) and (tt) ,  
I S I ~" 8N (~ small) 
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we obtain a solution that tends to uw/[uw + (1 - u)(1 - w)] as 5 ~ 0. 
In practice this device of adding IS[ ~-- 5N and letting 5 --* 0 appears justifiable 
and is the one we believe should be employed. 
Of course, it is possible that (tt )  alone is justified and that S does genuinely 
represent some new property. In that case, the process's major reappraisal 
would not seem so out of place. 
We remark at this point that, unlike extensional rule-based systems uch as 
Prospector, the maximum entropy process can handle general constraints of the 
forms indicated in, for example, Theorem 1. (For other systems with a similar 
wide applicability, see Nilsson [2], Perez [10], and Goldstein [5].) 
In the above example we have assumed that the slide certainly exhibits A and 
B. In this case if A and B were considered as positive indicators of lymphoma, 
that is u, w > 1/2, then on the basis of A and B, maximum entropy gives a 
weight in favor of L that exceeds both the weight in favor of L on the basis of A 
alone and the weight in favor of L on the basis of B alone. This is in line with 
inference processes such as Prospector that combine weights of evidence by an 
ordered Abelian group operation (see H~ijek and Valdes [3] and H~jek [13]). 
However, if we allow some uncertainty as to the presence of A or B, then it is 
possible that while both maximum entropy weights in favor of L considering 
separately A and B may be positive (i.e., > 1/2), the weight in favor of L by 
considering both A and B together may be less than that obtained from A alone. 
It would be tempting to imagine that this phenomenon could explain why 
experts often focus on one piece of positive evidence to the exclusion of all 
others. 
EXAMPLE 3 Since this example requires ome proof, we state it as a theorem 
whose proof will be given later. 
TUEOREM 3 Given consistent "'certainties'" I Bi(Ao, • •., A,_ I )  [ ~ N for  i 
=1 ,  . . . , k ,  
where ~ is the number of  valuations V from the set of  propositional 
variables {Po, "" ", Pn-1} into { T, F} that make each o f  B(P), B1(P), "" ", 
Bk(P) true and 13 is the number that make just B1(P), • " ,  Bk(P) true. 
In particular, then, 
ME = 1 o Bi(P) ~- B(P) 
i=1  
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and 
ME~[ /~) [ )>0~ / B(A \ B(P),BI(P), " " ,Bg(P)  areconsistent 
¢0 ME _>-- since 13 _< 2" 
2" 
So, just as one would expect, the maximum entropy inference process extends 
the classical propositional calculus. 
SECTION 5 RELATIONSHIP TO CURRENT PRACTICE 
In this section we discuss two issues, first the feasibility of applying the 
maximum entropy process in practice and its relationship to existing feasible 
inference processes and second the relationship of the maximum entropy process 
to the pathologist's diagnostic procedure. 
Applicability of Maximum Entropy 
The overriding problems here are computational, both the problems of 
checking the consistency of the constraints and of then estimating ME[IB(A)[/ 
N]. For the former problem we can classify its computational complexity 
exactly. 
THEOREM 4 The problem of checking the consistency of a set of 
constraints of the forms 
I B,(A)I =oL,N, [ Bj(A) I = ~j~ [Bk(A)[ 
is NP-complete. 
For a proof, see the final section. For the various problems of estimating 
ME[[B(A)[/N], we are not yet able to classify their complexity exactly. 
However, as the following theorem shows, the problem of obtaining any 
nontrivial estimate is apparently unfeasible. 
THEOREM 5 Let e > O. Then given a consistent set of constraints of the 
forms 
I B;(A)[ = or,N, I Bj(A)I---~jklBk(A)l 
the problem o f finding v such that 
ME(  [B(A)[ ) _ v 1 
N 2 
is intractable under the assumption P ~ NP. 
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A proof is given later. The role of the constraints in this theorem is not clear; 
it seems possible that the same result holds with the empty set of constraints. 
We remark that a stronger version of Theorem 5 holds. Precisely it is 
sufficient o take the Bt(A) to be conjunctions of at most two Ai or their 
negations and to take B(A) to be A0. 
Of course, in real situations we might wish to solve, n may be small, and even 
the 2 n variables in the limiting version of the constraints of problem 2' may not 
be too impossibly large (see Cheeseman [14] and Griffeath [15] for expressions 
of optimism). 
In view of this result it is interesting to consider the relationship of the 
maximum entropy inference process with existing feasible probabilistic infer- 
ence processes. With some exceptions ( ee, for example, Nilsson [2], Perez [10, 
16], and Goldstein [5]), many are computing values agreeing with maximum 
entropy values (see, for example, Pearl [6, 8, 17], Spiegelhalter [18], Lauritzen 
and Spiegelhalter [7], Perez and Jirou~ek [4]). 
The reason that this is possible is that the processes assume that he constraints 
are of a very special form, usually corresponding to a suitable causal tree. In this 
sense such inference processes could be viewed as algorithms for computing 
maximum entropy in special cases. Of course, it could be argued that these 
special representations of knowledge are precisely the ones into which the real 
expert does arrange his knowledge and even that the practical algorithms then 
applicable might also be functioning in his brain (see, for example Pearl [17]). 
Returning for a moment to the motivation for this paper--namely, the 
construction of an expert system for the differential diagnosis of lymphoma/ 
epithelial tumor slides--we note that in this case the knowledge as we have 
represented it appears to be highly constrained. As such it does not appear to be 
amenable to existing algorithms for computing maximum entropy with any 
degree of accuracy. 
Returning now to the use of the maximum entropy inference process, a second 
related problem that was touched on earlier was the susceptibility of p to new, 
even if apparently irrelevant, information. The moral seems to be to put all 
information in, but, of course, this causes the computation to increase 
exponentially. The alternative runs into the problem of how to select which 
knowledge should be considered and which not. 
This problem of data selection also arises because of the need for consistency. 
As anyone who has ever attempted to elicit subjective data from an expert will 
know, the data are almost invariably inconsistent. Clearly such data must be 
corrected, but how? The expert has given his honest opinion; one can scarcely 
say, I don't like it, give me another honest opinion! 
This difficulty highlights amuch more fundamental difficulty, namely that the 
figures given by the expert probably bear little resemblance to true frequencies 
(even if these could be measured) and were certainly never intended to sustain 
the sort of complicated calculations beloved by this process. 
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Comparison with the Pathologist's Diagnostic Procedure 
We know of no evidence that the pathologist undertakes any complicated 
maximum entropy calculations. Indeed, quite the opposite; there is much 
evidence (see, for example, Kahneman and Tvensky [19]) that human experts 
have very little gut understanding of even simple statistical inference. Certainly 
they are not solving cubics and quadratics as required in the simple Example 2 of 
the previous ection. 
On the other hand, the pathologist does come up with answers in real time, 
and he is not particularly disturbed by inner inconsistencies. 
Perhaps ome of the divergence between the real pathologist and maximum 
entropy can be explained as follows. The maximum entropy process is giving 
judgments that are essentially based on a store of old knowledge of a very large 
(in the limit, infinite) number of previous lides. However, the pathologist is 
working with relatively small sets M of previous lides; certainly N = [M I will 
be much less than 2 n, the number of variables in the maximum entropy 
constraints. To what extent his alters the situation remains to be investigated. 
SECTION 6 PROOFS 
Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 
First we introduce some notation. There are 2 n functions from {0, 1, • • -, n 
- 1} into {0, 1}, which we denote by hi, " " ,  hEn, although to simplify the 
notation we shall write Ci instead of Chi, Xi instead of Xhi, and Pi instead of Phi 
for i  = 1,2, - ' ' ,2  n. 
2 n Thus IB(A)I, which we expressed above as ~'=1 Xgi, becomes ~i=l biXi, 
and ~,i~= l Pgi becomes ~2n~:1 biPi, bi being 1 when hi = gk for some k between 1
and w and zero otherwise. Similarly, constraints (3'), (4') and (3 "), (4") can be 
rewritten as 
2 n 2 n 
ajXj --~ otiN and ~ ajp.i = ai 
j= l  j= l  
2 n 2 II 
ciXi~O and ~ ¢iPi=O 
i= l  i= l  
(ay being 0 or 1 and ci being 0, 1, - otyk, or 1 - ajk). So all the constraints (3 '), 
(4'), (3 "), (4"), respectively, can be written in a uniform way as 
AXe- ON or Ap = 
where A is some matrix (of order m × 2 n) each line of which corresponds toa 
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AX = [3N, 
and 
constraint (3')  or (4 ' )  and = means that the corresponding coordinates of 
vectors AX and [3N are related by =.  
Obviously, the constraints (5') ,  (6 ' )  and (5 "), (6") become 
2 n 2 n 
Xi= N and ~ pi = 1 
i= l  i= l  
where the Xi are non-negative integers for all i, and the Pi >- 0 for all i. 
Note that we can assume that entries of A are between - 1 and 1 since the 
constraints (3 '), (3 ") yield entries 0 or I only and (4') ,  (4") come from I Bj(A)I 
= ajklBk(A)l, where obviously t~jk --> 0. If C~jk = 0, we can replace this 
condition by IBj(A)I = 0, and ifctjk > 1, then we can replace i tby IBk(A)[ = 
(1/ajk)lBj(A)[. Therefore the norm of A,  [[AII, is at most ~ Further, we 
can assume m _< 2 n (since if not we can cross out the dependent m - 2 n rows 
from A). Therefore, also, IIA II -< 2n. 
Thus we have constraints (99) and (99'): 
2 n 
Xi = iV, Xi is a non-negative integer for each i (99) 
i=1  
2t/ 
Ap = 8, ~ Pi = 1, Pi>-0 for each i (99') 
i=1  
Let p = (p~, • •. ,  /02 n) be the maximum entropy solution of (99'). 
To prove Theorem 1 we need to estimate from above the ratio of the sum 
! Xi! X is a solution of (99) and ~ bi pi- >-- ~' 
"= i= l  
to the sum 
~ IN! (~Xi ! ) - l lX i saso lu t ionof (99)  1 
To prove Theorem 2, we wish to show that if Pi = 0 for some i then all 
solutions p of (99') have the coordinate Pi equal to zero. 
Since for the proof of Theorem 1, Theorem 2 is needed, we begin with the 
latter. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2 For each i letp( i)  be a solution of (99 ')  such that the ith 
coordinate of this solution is not equal to zero, if such a solution exists. Let k be 
the number of the i for which p(i) exists. 
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Let 
1 
q=(q,, "", q2.)=~ ~ p(i) 
i 
Then q is a solution of (¢ ' )  and has the following property: If qi = 0 then the ith 
coordinate of any solution of (~' )  must be zero. 
For each a E (0, 1), the vector 
p(a)  = (Pl (a), ." ", p2n(a)) = aq + (1 - a)p 
is a solution of  (,p'). We shall show that i fpi = 0 for some i with qi ~ O, then 
the entropy H(p(a) )  for small a > 0 exceeds H(p) ,  which contradicts the 
definition of p and proves Theorem 2, since it shows that pi must be zero 
whenever qi is zero, which in turn implies that the ith coordinate of any solution 
of (~' )  is equal to zero. 
Let L = max{llog rl; r is a nonzero coordinate of p or p}. 
There are three possibilities for the ith coordinates: 
1. pi = qi = O. Thenpi(a) = 0 for each a and also, -p i (a )  logpi(a) = 0 for 
each a. 
2. pi ~ O, qi ~ O. Then the derivative of - -p i (a)  logpi(a) with respect o a is 
-- (qi  -- Pi) log[aqi + (1 - a)pi] - qi + Pi 
which is in absolute value bounded by L + 1. Therefore the difference 
between 
--pi(O) log pi(O)= -P i  log Pi and -p i (a )  log pi(a) 
can be in absolute value at most (L + 1)a. 
3. Pi = 0, q; ~ 0. Then 
pi(a) = aqi and -p i (a )  log pi(a) = aqi log aqi 
with the derivative with respect o a being - (qi log aqi + qi). Thus for 
small a (a < 1/eqi), the function -p i (a )  log pi(a) has a positive and 
increasing derivative that tends to infinity as a ---, 0 +.  Therefore for such 
a, -p i (a )  log pi (a)  is at least 
-pi(O) log pi(O) - a(qi log aqi + qi) = - pi log P i -  a(qi log aqi + qi) 
Let a > 0 be smaller than 1/eqi whenever pi = 0 and qi =/: O. Then for each 
such i, -p i  log pi is smaller than -p i (a )  log pi(a). If, moreover, a is chosen so 
that - (qi log aqi + qi) > 2n(L + 1) for some i with pi = O, qi ~ 0, then the 
increase of  -p i (a )  log pi(a) outweighs any change of -p j (a )  log pi(a) for j ' s  
with pj ~ 0, qj ~ 0. 
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So,  
- ~ pi(a) log pi(a) >- - ~ Pi log/0 i
i i 
which is a contradiction. [] 
The proof of Theorem 1 is quite long because we need to carry out some 
precise technical estimates. These are further complicated by the possibility of 
some coordinates of p being zero. 
Let [x N] denote 
Nt Sit 
.= 
Note that X/N denotes the vector (X I /N ,  • • ", X2 JN) .  
Intuitively, leaving the meanings of "near,"  "small ,"  and so on vague, the 
idea of the proof is to show in Lemmas 1-4 that there is a solution R of (~) very 
near to Np (we would take Np if that was an integer vector) such that [~] is 
overwhelmingly larger than [~] for Q such that Q/N is not within a small fixed 
distance from p but is near some solution of (~o'). Lemmas 5-7 show that every 
solution of (~o) is near a solution of (~o'). So for every solution Q of (¢), either 
Q/N is within a small fixed distance of p or the coefficient [~] is very small 
relative to [~] so that even the sum of [~] for the solutions Q of (~) such that Q~ 
N are not within a small fixed distance of p is only a small proportion of the sum 
of the [~] for the solutions Q of (~o). This will prove the theorem. 
We remark here that the idea that the solution Q of (~) for which [~] is 
maximal has the property that Q/N almost equals p for large N is found in work 
of Boltzmann and, closer to this context, in Jaynes [12]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 We often use the following observation: If x = (X l ,  
• " ,  xj) and Ilxll 
Let 
. . .  
I a l l  A= : 
L aml  
+ x2) 1/2 : r, then ~J=llXil <__ r~.  
1 
C/12 " " "  a l2n  l 
: 
am2 • . . am2n 
Rearranging the variables if necessary, we can assume that all zero coordinates 
ofp  are in the end, that is, P i¢  0 for 1 _< i _< k and pi = 0 for k < i, where 1 
-< k --- 2". 
We first consider the case whenk = l:p~ = 1 andpi = 0 for i  > 1. By 
Theorem 2, p is the only solution of (~') .  Let ~ > 0. By a standard argument, 
there exists e > 0 such that any set of constraints 
2 n 
Ap = [3 + T I, ~ Pi = 1, Pi >- 0 for each i 
i= l  
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where [I T/I[ -< ~, only has solutions lying within 1,/2x/2"~ofp, that is~ lip - # II < 
p/~-~. Therefore, for any N, 
2 n 
AX ~ [3N + E, ~ Xi = N, Xi is a non-negative integer 
i=1 
where IIEII -< ~g, can only have solutions X lying within r /x /~-  N of pN. 
Consequently, for this ~ and N, ~ ,  with -- satisfying (1) and (2) constraints (~) 
can only have solutions X lying within p/,,/2-'~'N of pN. Therefore, 
2n O i - -~  
bi < I, for each solution X of (,p) 
i=l 
This proves Theorem 1 when k = 1. 
Assume now k > 1. All the Pl, p2, • • ", Pe lie strictly between 0 and 1. For k 
< i, Pi = 0 for any solution p of (~' ) .  We can restrict ourselves to i < k and 
use the Lagrange multiplier method to obtain 
Pi=exp(--~o--hlali . . . . .  Xmami ) for i=  1, 2, ." ", k, 
for i = 1, 2, . - . ,  k 
for some h = (h0, "" ", hm). (llX{I ~: 0 since pi #: 1.) Let r be the usual 
Euclidean distance in ~2,, r (p ,  q) = liP - q II, and let S be the set of all 
solutions of (~ '). 
Let h: (0, l /e )  --* (0, l /e )  be the function h(x) = -x  log x. So h is one to 
one, both h and h -~ are increasing, and h-l(x) <_ x for x E (0, l /e) .  
LE~MA 1 Let 1~ >_ 5 > O, q = (ql, " " ,  qen) with 0 <- qi < 1 for  each i 
2 n and  ~'i=lqi = 1. [if 
h-  1 (t~2/2n+4) 
r(q, p) >_ ~ and r(q, S) <_ 
l+311xll  
then 
8 2 
H(p)  - H(q) > - -  
4 
Proof: In estimating H(p) - H(q) we shall use the following facts: Since 
for every p from S, Pi = 0 for i > k (by Theorem 2), we have 
(a) q i<( i  z=e~+  q2) Z/Z<--r(q, S) for all i>k  
Since h-1(x) <_ x for all x _ 1/v~', 
82 
(b) r(q, S)<2n+4(i +311•H) 
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2 n 
(c) o<_ 
i=k+l  
Since 
(d) 
~2 
q j< 
i6(1 + 3 II XlI) 
qi<_r(q, S)<_h -l  for i > k, 
2 n ~2 ~2 
0-< ,~-" - qi log qi <<- 2 ~ 
2 (n+4) 16 i=k+l 
We now estimate H(p) - H(q). 
2 n 2 n 
H(O) - H(q) = - ~ Pi log p, + ~ qi log qi 
i=1 i=1 
: "  qi log qi-- Pi log p + ~ qi log qi 
"= i=l i=k+l 
By (d), the second term is between 0 and - 62/16. Analogously to a calculation 
in Griffeath's paper [15] we estimate the first term as follows: 
q~ log q i -  Pi log p~= (q~-ps) log p~+ qi log 
i= l  i=1 i=1 i=l 
2 n ~2 n Using the facts that E i= 1 Pi = i= 1 qi = 1 and Oi = 0 for i > k, and the above 
expressions for Pi, i _< k, and employing the Lagrange multipliers, the first term 
here can be rewritten as 
k 
~.t (qi -P i)  log Pi 
i=1 
(ki~=l k ) m  (~=1 ~1 ) 
i=1 j=l 
2 n 2 n 
=XO ~ qi+)~" A(o -q)+~Xj  
i=k+l j=l i=k+l 
£tji qi 
Since I[A[I _< 2", [ [A (p -  q)ll <-IIAll r(q, S) and 
Xj ~] I[~k[[llA U q 
i~k+ l i 1 
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we can further estimate using (c), (a), and (b), 
I ~i=l I 16(1 82 (q i -P i )  log pi _< I~0[ +311xll)+21lhl12,r(q, s )
<__ IX01 +211Xll 8 = 
160 +3llXll) 16 
Finally, ~;~=1 q, log [qi/Pi] can be estimated using Taylor approximations of q, 
log[q,/pi] = ~o,(q,) as follows: 
(q,_p~)2 
~Pi( qi) = ~Pi(P,) + 'P ~. (Pi)( q i -  O,) + ~.~' (bi) - ~  
for some b, between qi and pi, so since ~Pi(Pi) = O, ,p ~ (Pi) = 1, and 'P i" (bi) = 
1/bi, 
1 
~pi(qi) = (q i -  pi) q- :-i--. (q i -  p,) 2 
2o~ 
Therefore, 
q, log (~)  
i=1  
k k 1 
= ~ ( q i -  o,) + ~ ~ii ( q i -  oi)2 
i=l i=1  
2n 1 2n ~ l (qi_Pi)2+~ 2n 
i=k+l  i=  1 i= l  i=k+l  
As before, by (a), (b), and (c), 
- -  i=  1 i=  I 
However, 
1 2 1 2. 2 1 z" 2 1 
i=l ~i i  (qi-Pi)  +5 i=k+ ~ lqi >-5 i= ~, (qi-Pi)  >-5 82 
by the assumption r(q, p) >_ 8. 
To summarize, we have shown that H(p)  - H(q) is equal to 
1 1 2" 
i=I ~ (qi-pi)2 +~ i=k+l  ~ q~ 
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plus some terms that ogether in absolute values do not exceed 4(62/16) = 62/4 .  
The proves the lemma. 
In Lemmas 2-4, let N be a fixed natural number greater than zero. 
LEMMA 2 Letp  = (Pt, "",p2n), 0 <_ Pi <- l fora l l i ,  and~,2i~lPi = 1. 
Let d = min{pi[pi :/: O] and N >_ 2/d. Suppose P = (PI, "" ", P2~) is a 
vector such that for  all i, Pi = INPi] or [Npi] + 1, Pi = 0 whenever p~ = 
O, and ~, 2n Pi = N. Then i= l  
Proof: Letei = P i -  Npi. Thene iE  ( -1 ,  1)and 
=-  ~ pi logPi+ ~ i+~ log i+ 
i:Pl ~: 0 i:Pi -~ 0 
ei - log Pi + ~.~ -c; log |P i+~,  / 
= i:pi*o ~ Pi log i+~ i'pi*0./v \ /~ /  
SO 
Since I eil/N <- d/2 and since if Pi ~ 0 then Pi > d, Pi + ei/N >- d/2, 
(p  e l )  I lei <2(N ) 2 log i ' q -~ - l ogp /  ___(xm_>~/a~2 10ogx)'l) g -d  =d-N 
for each i such that Pi ~ 0. 
Therefore, 
ei - log Pi Pi dN dN Pi log i+  ~ ":" -- 
i:Pi "~ 0 0 
Further, 
~i // 6 i \ 1 Ilog for all i : Pi #= 0
These two estimates prove the lemma. 
L~MMA 3 Let T = (T~, .. ", T2n) be a vector such that ~,2i~= o Ti = iV, 
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where the 1",. are non-negative integers. Let t = [TIN, ..., T2n/N]. Then 
2 n-  1 log 27rN+- -  log -N .  H(t) <_ 2 4 
Proof: Let k be the number of the T,- that are not equal to zero, so 
necessarily k ___ 1. By Stirling's formula, for some v0, vi E (0, 1), 
Consequently, 
Also, 
(N/e)N(27rN) 1/2 exp(vo/4N) 
H (Ti/e)Ti(27rTi)l/2 exp(vi/4T/) 
i:Ti*O 
N N+'/2 exp( V~N- ,:~. 0 V~T~) 
(i:T/~0 Tr i  + 1/2) (27r)tk-I)/2 
=(N+l/2) logN- (~ - )  log 27r 
P0 - ~ (T/+l /2)  log T /+~-  ~ v--~-/ 
i:Ti~O 4N i:Ti~O 4Ti 
(T,-+ 1/2) log T,.=Nti log Nti+(1/2) log T~ 
=N(ti log ti)+Nti log N+ (1/2) log T,. 
therefore, 
i:Ti:gO 
and 
log =~ log N-  
Since (obviously) 
~ logN-~ ~ log T/ 
i:Ti~O 
1 
N+~ ~ log T/ 
i: Ti ;* O 
1 PO /Yi 
log2~+NH(t)-~ ~ log T/+~-~- ri~ - -  .: . 4Z- i:Ti~O t 0 
k- I  
_< log N 
2 
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we get 
log < log 27rN+ < 
-2  4 - 2  
log 27rN- I - - -  
2n+l  
as required. 
We now define R = (Rl, • • ", R2~) to be a vector such that for each i, R i = 
[Nod or [Npi] + 1 and Ri = 0 whenever pi = 0 and X2~1 Ri = N [p is, as 
before, the maximum entropy solution of (~')] .  Such a vector does exist, since 
E2~= l [Npi] must equal N - I for some I less or equal to the number of nonzero 
coordinates o fp .  It suffices to take I times [Nod + 1 for some nonzero pi's and 
[Npi  ] otherwise. Obviously, 
R=Np+v I with II~ll ~q~ 
AR = A (Np + tl)= NB + A~! 
and 
IIA,~II-=< IIA 1111'711 ~ IIA IJ ~,/~ ~ X'~g-mm 
Thus the corresponding coordinates of AR and BN are within 2"x/-'m. Since -- 
satisfies (1), 
AR- -  NB 
So, R is a solution of (~a). 
From now on let d be equal to rain {pi: Pi ~ 0}. 
LEMMA 4 Let I /x /e >_ ~ > O, and let Q = (QI, "" ", Q2~) be a vector such 
2 n that ~ i=J Qi + N and fo r  each i, Qi is a non-negative integer. 
Suppose 
N~ (2 ~-  1) log 27rN+ 2 +2"  +~ 
tf 
then 
r and r i U-U 
log -- log 8 
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1o~[~] lo~[~] 
R 
-NH(R) -NH(#) - INn  (Q) - l °g  [~]  I 
By Lemma 1, 
By Lemma 3, both 
and N~(~) logiC] 
are less or equal to [(2" - 1)/2] log 27rN + (2 n + 1)/4. 
Finally, Lemma 2 can be used to estimate 
\N / I  N log +~--~ 
since the assumption on N also guarantees N > 2/d. Therefore, 
log - log  _>N- 52 
4 
- (2" - l )  log2~'N+ 2 +2" +~ 
The term that is subtracted from N(1/4)~ 2 is, by our assumption, less than or 
equal to N~2/8. This proves that 
lo~ [~] _lo~ [~] ~2 
as required. [] 
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The following three lemmas show that for each solution Q of (~) Q/N must 
be "near" a solution of (,p'), namely, within a constant multiple of e, where 
satisfies (2). 
Earlier, we described the constraints (~ ' )  using three conditions: Ap = [3, 
~,Pi = 1, and Pi >- 0 for each i. Let A '  be a matrix and/~ a vector such that A 'p  
2 n = /~' iff Ap = /~ and ~ i= 1 Pi = 1, and moreover the rows of A '  are linearly 
independent. We obtain A ' in  the following way: To A we add a row having all 
entries equal to one, and to/~ we add one coordinate that equals one. Then we 
cross out the dependent rows in A and their counterparts in/~ to obtain A'  and 
/~'. [So (~' )  becomes A 'p  = /~' and Pi >- 0 for each i.] 
LEMMA 5 There exists a constant C1 such that fo r  any vectors p, q there 
exists a vector q such that 
A 'q=A'q '  and I Ip -q ' l l< -C~l lA 'p -A 'q [ [  
Proof: A '  has rank k; therefore we can pick k independent columns, il, 
• " ", ikwithi,  < i2 < "'" < ik. LetMbe the matrix formedby them. LetCi  = 
I IM- l l l  
Givenp,  q, let "1' = (5'1, "" ", "Yk) = M- I (A 'q  - A 'p ) .  
It suffices to take q '  as follows: 
qij '=p, j  " +'gj fo r j= l ,2 ,  . . . , k  
q/ =Pi for all other coordinates 
ThenA 'q '  = A 'p + M~ = A " q and 
IIP-q' II = II ll I IA 'p -a 'q l l  
Recall that S is the set of solutions of the system (~') .  Let S denote the set 
{p[A 'p = /3'} (so S c_ ;~, and S contains those vectors from Sthat have all 
coordinates non-negative). From the above lemma it follows that for any p,  
r(p, II 
as we can see by considering p in place of q. We want to prove an analogous 
result for S (Lemma 7), for which we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6 Let  V be a linear subspace o f  ~1~ (M >_ 2) and 
P = E ~ Pi = 1, Pi >- 0 for each i, pj  = 0 for j E A 
i= l  
where A is a subset o f{ l ,  2, . . . ,  M} .  Suppose P N (a + 1I) ~ O. For y 
E P - (a + V), l e tzbetheneares tpo in t toy ina  + Vandxbethe  
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nearest point to this z in (a + V) f') P, and let 
i 
" oo for x= z 
O(y)= r(y, z) for x~z 
• r(x,  z)  
Then inf  {O(y)ly E P -  (a + V)} > O. 
Proof: By induction on k = dim P.  I f  k = 1 then either V + a D p,  that 
is, P - (V + a) = 0, or (V + a) Iq P contains exactly one point p.  In the 
former case we have inf 0 = ~ > 0; in the latter case, either for every y E P 
- (a + V) the corresponding z and (obviously) also x equal p or there is ot > 0 
such that for every y the corresponding x equals p and the angle ypz is between 
ot and 7r/2; consequently O(y) >_ tan c~ > 0 for each y E P - (V  + a). 
Assume now that the lemma holds for 1 < k < M - 1 and not for k + 1, 
that is, there is P as above with dimension k + 1 for which 
inf{0(y) ly  E P- ( r+a)}=O 
Any set S c_ p of  the form P f') {p IPj = 0} for somej  ~ A will be called a face 
of P. The following observations will be useful: 
1. I f  S is a face of P and S (1 (V+ a) = 0, then 
inf{O(Y)ly E S -  ( V+a)} >0 
This is obvious since S - (V + a) = S, S is a compact set, and O(y) > 0 
for each y E S. 
2. Let y E P - (V + a). Then either 0 (y) = ~ or there is a y '  such that y '  
lies in a face of P and O(y) = O(y'). (Suppose x #: z. The line from x toy  
must exit P at some point y '  that lies in a face of P.)  
The point z '  that lies on line xz and whose distance from x is [r(x, y ' ) /  
r(x, y)]r(x, z) is the nearest point to y '  in a + V, and x is the nearest 
point to z '  in (a + V) f') P, as can be seen using the convexity of (a + V) 
NP.  
These two observations, the fact that there are finitely many faces of P,  
and our assumption that inf {O(y)ly E P - (a + V)}  = 0 imply that for 
some face S of P,  inf {O(y)ly E S - (a + V)} = 0. But now we can 
define 0'  onS-  (a + V)  by 
r(y, z) 
o' (y) = - -  
r(z, t) 
where z is as before and t is the nearest point to z in S f3 (a + V). Since r(z, 
t) >_ r(z, x), O" (y) <_ O(y), and therefore 
inf{O' (y)]y E S - (a+ V)}=0 
This is a contradiction with the inductive assumptions. 
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LEMMA 7 There xists a constant Csuch that for any vector q with 0 <_ q~ 
<_ l for all i, 
r(q, S)<-CIIA 'q-J3" II 
Proof: Due to the consequence of Lemma 5, it is enough to show the 
existence of a constant D1 such that for each q as above, 
r(q. S)<-Dlr(q, S) 
Let zq be the nearest point to q in .{ [i.e., r(q, S) = r(q, Zq)] and Xq the nearest 
point to zq in S. 
Since 
r(q, S)<<_r(q, Zq)+ r(Zq, Xq)=r(q, S)+ r(Zq, Xq), 
it is enough to show the existence of a constant D such that 
r(Zq, Xq) <_Dr(q, Zq) 
This follows from Lemma 6. (Take 2 ~ as M, S as V, p as a, and 
P = ~ Pi = 1, Pi-> 0 for all , 
i= l  
that is, A empty. 
Let us return to the proof of Theorem 1. Given 0 < v, 0 < 7, we want to find 
No and e such that for N _> No and e satisfying (1) and (2) the ratio of 
IN'(H__ Xi!)- lXisasolutionof(¢)and ~b i  p i -~  >-v 1 
to 
~ IN' (~Xi l ) - lx isaso lut ionof (~) l  
does not exceed ~/. 
Let 0 < 5 < min [v/2q~, l / y r , ,  and for C as in Lemma 7 let 
Choose No to satisfy 
h -  l (t52/2(n +4)) 
E= 
c(1 +311xH)4~ 
N~0 n exp [ - (1 /8)N~ 2] ___~/ 
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~[ I ~1 ~] N°---6---2 (2n-1) l°g21rN°+2"+l+22 log +~ 
We shall show that these No and e have the desired property. 
Let N _ No. The above inequalities hold when we replace No by N. Let R be 
as above (see before Lemma 4). 
If X is a solution of (~o), then by the property (2) of ~,  
Since 
A X_B  _~.~e.  
2. X~_ I  
~N- '  
i=1  
we have also that IIA' (X /N)  - • '  II ~ 2~-~. Using Lemma 7 for X/N,  we 
conclude that X/N lies within x/~eC from some solution of (~o'), that is, 
X S I  h-1(62/2 (n+4)) 
r ~ ,  _<v~-~eC_< I+31IXll 
So for the solution X of (~o) satisfying 11X/N - p 11 _> 6, Lemma 4 can be used 
to give 
1 2 
Every solution X of (~o) for which 
_xi 
~, b, p, -K >-~ 
satisfies also the condition that [[ X/N - p [[ _> ~. Therefore our ratio must be 
less than or equal to the ratio of 
~(~ )_lxi s x 1 ! Xi ! a solution of (~) and ~-  # ___ 6 
to 
~ ~, (~, )  Xisaso,utionof(~, 1 
Since there are less than N 2" solutions of (~o), and since R is a solution of (~o), 
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this ratio is at most 
which by our condition is at most/~. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3 Following the notation introduced earlier, let the 
constraints corresponding to I Bi(A) I ~" N for i = 1, - - . ,  k be 
Y, ctirpf= 1, i = 1, • •. ,  k 
where the summation extends over all maps f f rom {0, 1, . - . ,  n - 1 } to {0, 1 }. 
For each such f ,  let Vfbe the valuation that makes Pj true just i f f ( j )  = 0. Then 
it is easy to see that each otiy is either 0 or 1 according as  vf(ni(P)) is true or 
false. 
Clearly, from the equation Zpf  = 1, i fpf  > 0 then olif = 1 for i = 1, • •. ,  k, 
and hence Vf(Bi(P)) = T for i = 1, . . - ,  k. 
Let Wbe the set o f f  such that Vf(Bi(P)) = Tfor  i = 1, • • -, k, and let p be 
the maximum entropy solution, say pg > 0 so g E W. Then for any f E W, pf 
= pg; otherwise, 
, f (p f+pg)12 
Ph = 
t.Ph 
if h =f  or g 
otherwise 
would, by the convexity of the function -x  log x, be a solution with a larger 
entropy. 
Thus 
I O i f f~  W of= 1/ IW I i f fE  W 
Let the linear form corresponding to B(A)  be 
Pgl +Pg2 + " " " +Pg,,, = •"YfPf 
As above, 3'f = 0 or 1 and 3~y = 1 just if Vy(B(P)) = T. Hence 
1 
Z3,ypy= ~1~-~ x (the number o f f  such that pf>O and 3,i= 1) 
which gives the required answer. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4 We first show that this problem is NP-hard by 
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comparing it with the well-known NP-complete problem of satisfiability of 
propositional formulas (i.e., Boolean expressions). 
Let Bi (P) ,  i = 1, . . . ,  k,  be propositional formulas built up from the 
propositional variables P0, • " ", P~- i. Then using the notation and observations 
in the proof of Theorem 3, i fB l (P) ,  "- ", Bk(P)  are satisfiable, say by Vf, then 
[10 i fg=f  
P~ = otherwise 
is a solution p of the limit system for the constraints I B i (A)  I ~" N ,  i = 1, . . . ,  
k. 
Conversely, if this system is consistent, hen we must have that for some f ,  otif 
= 1 for i = 1, • •.,  k. Hence the valuation Vy satisfies B1 (P), " " ,  Bk (P). This 
proves the required NP-hardness. 
To show that the consistency problem is in NP, let the limit system for the 
constraints 
I B (A)I =u~N, IBj(A)I--- o,j,, IBk(h)l 
together with 
2 n 
pi = 1 
i=1  
be Dp = b, where D is an m × 2 n matrix. Now suppose that Dp = b, p >- 0 
has a solution. Then by a well-known result in linear programming (see 
McLewin [20], p. 20), it has a solution p with at most m nonzero entries. 
Hence to check nondeterministically ifDp = b, p > 0, it is sufficient to guess 
m functions from {0, 1, . . - ,  n - 1}  to {0, 1}, compute the corresponding 
columns d~, • • ", arm of D, and then check that 
(d~, d2, "" ", dm)q=b,  q>-O 
has a solution. Since it is well known that this final check can be achieved in 
nondeterministic polynomial time, it follows that the consistency problem is in 
NP. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5 Suppose we can find such a v. We show that we can 
then decide the NP-complete problem of whether B(Po, • • ", P , -  1) is satisfiable. 
Clearly we may assume that B(P)  is not a tautology. We again adopt he notation 
developed in the proof of Theorem 3 and, without loss of generality, assume that 
n > 6 and e > (1 + 2-1/2) -n. We consider the value of 
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under the assumptions 
[A~AB(A)I=[B(A)I, n IA,^B(A) I~- IA, I ,  i=n , . . . ,2n -1  (*) 
Note that the space to write these assumptions is polynomial in the length of the 
input B(A). Assume for the moment that B(P) is satisfiable. Let 
x={flVs(B(e))=r& Vs(P,)=T for i=n,  . . . ,  2n - l}  
(herefhas domain {0, 1, . - . ,  2n - 1}) 
Yi = {f[ Vf(B(P))=F & Vy(Pi)= T} 
YJ= {fl Vf(B(P))=F & Vf(Pi)= T holds for exactly j numbers i 
between and 2n--l] 
Then the assumptions (*) give the limit constraints 
n 
ZPf+~ ~ P.r :1  
fEX  j=0  fE  YJ 
ps=O fo r f  ~ X O 0 YJ 
j=O 
( l -n )  ~ pf+ ~ pf=O, i=n, . . . ,  2n-1 
fEX  fEY  i 
and 
pl---O 
Note that since B(P) is not a tautology, Yi ~ 0, and this system does have a 
solution. Equivalently, (*) is consistent. Let p be the maximum entropy solution. 
By using the uniqueness of the maximum entropy solution it is easy to see that 
pf=pg for f ,  g E X 
Oy=pg for f ,  g ~ X, f t {n, . . . ,  2n -  1} =g t {n, . . . ,  2n -  1} 
#f=pg for f ,  g E YJ 
Hence if we add to the above limit system the identities 
Pf=Pg for f ,  g E X 
Pf=Pg for f ,  g E YJ, 
we will obtain the same maximum entropy solution. Thus i f f  E X, go E y0, gl 
E yl,  . . . ,  g, E yn, then py, P~o, Pgl, " " ", Pgn is the solution x, Yo, Yl, " • ", Y, 
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of 
n 
x lX l  + ~ yjI YJl = l, X, yo, . . . ,y.zO, 
j=O 
n 
x(1-n)lXl+ ~ yjI Yi ¢3 YJl=O, 
j= l  
which maximizes 
i=n, . . . ,  2n-1  (t) 
n 
x lX I  log x + ~ YjI YJI log yj. 
j=O 
Using standard, but rather messy, partial differentiation and noticing that 
Ixl<2", I YJl--(2"- ,x,) ( j )  
(n-,) 
IY~ t3 Y J I=(2"- IXD j -1  ' j>O 
we see then that of, P~o, Pg,, satisfy 
where 
pgi=pgo'y t, i=  1, " " ", n 
I -o~-Ixl 
( 2n -  Ixl)p~o= (1 +3')" 
,y,,(,,_l)+l(1 +V) , ,_ I= (n -  1)[X[ 
2"-Ixl 
/ - -  ~ l /n (n -  1) 
~[ = I, pgo /p f  J 
I f  "g < 2-  1/2, then 
2 -"("- 1)/24n- 1 > ,yn(n- 1)+ 1 (1 + "y)~- 1 = (n- I)[XI> 1 
2"- [XI 2" 
giving 3n - 2 > (n/2)(n - 1), a contradiction. Hence 3, _> 2 -1/2 and 
1 -p f [X]  
(2" - ]X I )pg  o -  (1 +3,)" <(1 + 2-1 /2) -n< e
giving 
M~(IA. V A.+, VU "" v A~._,I)= 1_(2._ tX t)~,o> 1-~ 
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X(X(+$~j(Yjl=I, x, Yo, * * -9 y,ro, 
j=O 
X(1-tZ)lXJ +i _,Yjl Yi fl Yjl =o, i=n, **a, 2n-1 0) 
j=I 
which maximizes 
XIX1 log X+2 _Yjl Yjl log _Yj* 
j=O 
Using standard, but rather messy, partial differentiation and noticing that 
IXl<2”, (Yjl=(2”-1x1) i” 
0 
1 F n rq=w- 1x1) Jr: , ( > j>0 
we see then that py, pgo, pgn satisfy 
Pgi = PgOY’, i=l, e**, n 
1 -P/WI 
(2”- IWP,o= (1+_# 
(n - 1)lXl 
y”(“-‘)+I(1 +y)“-‘= 2”_ IxI 
where 
y = (pgo/pJ)““(“-? 
If y < 2-‘12, then 
2-~(n-l)/Z4n-l>~n(n-I)+l(l +y)n-l=(n-l)IXI>~ 
an--lx1 2” 
giving 3n - 2 > (n/2)@ - l), a contradiction. Hence y 2 2-“2 and 
en- Ixl)P,= 
1 - PAXI 
(1 +yY 
<(1+2-“2)-“<6 
giving 
ME (A, VA,+1 v *** V&-II 
N > 
= l-(2”- (x ()ppo> 1 --E 
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